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BIOGRAPHY

Charles K. Harris was born at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., on

May 1st, 18G5. Mr. Harris has been composing songs ever

since he was twelve years of age. As a boy he could play al-

most any instrument and he used to compose songs for spe-

cial occasions and accompany himself on the banjo. Gradual-

ly Mr. Harris drifted into professional song-writing and

would compose songs to order for $10.00 and $20.00 a piece,

for all sorts of professional people, from the highest to the

lowest. Nowadays, Mr, Harris is able to sell his songs and

almost estimate their sale even before they are written be-

cause his name has become so closely identified with songs

of a home-like and simple story character that the public buy
a piece of music, with Charles K. Harris as author, often for

no other reason than that of the authors name. Mr. Harris

is now the head of his great publishing firm and has no part-

ners, being the only composer-publisher in the world who con-

trols his business without the aid of partners. His record is

one of long and continued success and should constitute a

distinct source of encouragement to every aspiring amateur

song-writer. Hut, to give a better idea of his remarkable

success, we will quote Mr. Harris' own words:

"As I am a writer of popular songs, perhaps my career in

this field will prove better than any argument I might make

that my contention is correct when I state unreservedly that

popular song hits are on the- increase instead of waning in

public .appreciation and support. My tirst hvo songs which



were written for I'cter linker, "Creep, Baby, (Veep,"' and

"Can Hearts v'o Soon Forget," were pl;iee<l with A. A.

Fischer, a publisher in .Milwaukee. One thousand copies of

vach were sold, and at that time (fifteen years ago) this was

counted a large ssile. My next, "Hello Central, Hello," was

sung hy Charles Horwit/, and about three; thousand copies

were sold, whirh in those days was considered very good for

a popular ballad. Two more, "Humming Baby to Sleep,"

and "1 Wonder," were placed with S. Braiuerd & Sons, Chi-

cago. About one thousand five hundred copies were sold of

each, and 1 was supposed to be doing very well.
,

But what really started the popular song on its meteoric

career were "After the Hall" and k'Kiss and Let's Make Up."
These made the popular song business what it is to-day and

presented a new idea to the music-loving public a complete

story, combined with good and catchy music. w The idea

sprang at once into popularity and has been steadily grow-

ing. At that time Uie songs then in vogue were founded on

stories of the sea and so-called high-class ballads of the "Thee"

and "Thou" species. These are scarcely heard nowadays.

"After the Ball" lay upon the shelf for over a year, no

singer caring to take it up on account of its extreme length.

It contains three long verses, tells a complete story, and is

in reality, a condensed drama. After a great deal of hustling,

hard work and persistent effort, a copy of it reached Miss May
Irwin, and, being introduced by her on Broadway, created a

sensation. .It was then introduced in Milwaukee by James

Aldrich Lihbey, in Hoyt's "A Trip to Chinatown" Company,
and on the Coast by Dick Jose, while Helen Mora sang it in

the leading vaudeville houses throughout the country. That

proved the first popular song educator. This was followed by
"Kiss and Let's Make Up," another story song, which also



scored heavily. Still the old-time publishers continues

frown upon the popular songs, calling them trash and insist-

ing that there would he no demand for such ruhhish when

"After the Hall" died <mt. Hut they were behind the, times

as "Kiss and Let'h Make Up'
1

proved that the puhlic wanted

a song with a story a story with a moral.

The next diih'culty that confronted me was to get new

topics for songs. It was claimed that there would not be

topics enough which would prove acceptable, but I kept close

watch on the current events of the day. Being an inveterate

theatre-goer, I received many suggestions from the stage.

For example, about ten years ago such plays as "The Second

Mrs. Tanqueray" and "The Crust of Society'' were in vogue.

1 then wrote "Cast Aside,'' "Fallen by the Wayside" und

"There'll Come a Time Some Day.-' The public snapped at

them. Over 300,000 copies were printed of each of these

songs, amounting to almost one million copies. Them came

an era of society dramas, such as-Bclasco's "Charity Ball"

and "The Wife." I wrote and published at that time "While

the Dance Goes On," "Hearts," "You'll Never Know," and

"Can Hearts So Soon Forget," which sold enormously.

Despite these successes the old fogy publishers and music

trade buyers were still skeptical and would only purchase in

quantities to fill absolute orders. They would not advertise

my songs nor announce them in their catalogues or advertise-

ments, leaving it entirely to the composer to create a demand

for his compositions.

During the J. K. Emmet, W. J. Scanlon and Gus Williams

epoch I wrote "Humming Baby to Sleep," "Creep, Baby,

Creep," and "School Bells," differing entirely from those

heretofore mentioned. Then came Bronsou Howard's "Shen-

audoah," Gillette's "Held by the Enemy," "Secret Service,
1 '
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., showing military dramas to be the vogue. I composed

two soldier songs, "Just Tell Her That I Loved Her Too"

and "Break the News to Mother," both proving enormous

hits and putting the popular song a notch higher in the es-

timation of both the music trade and the music-loving public.

Eventually Zaugwill's "Children of the Ghetto" and Jacob

Lilt's productions of "The Ghetto" and "Zora" held the

boards. It was then I wrote the song story, "A Kabbi's

Daughter," which also had a large sale. Contemporaneously

with the pastoral dramas like "Way Down East," "Bhore

Acres," etc., 1 wrote "Mid tin 1
; Greenfields of Virginia" and

"In the Hills of Old Carolina."

After these there came a craze for ragtime, and it looked

as though the descriptive love story and child songs would be

forever discarded. The Williams and Walker "Black Patti"

and other colored organizations were the rage for a time, all

of them featuring ragtime music. Not to be outdone, I wrote

"Ma Black Tulip" and "Don't Forget to Tell Me That You

Love Me Honey," both successes.

Eventually the public became satiated with ragtime and I

cast about for a new theme, having covered the ground pretty

thoroughly for so many years.

Just then Julia Marlowe scored in "When Knighthood
Was in Flower," a drama with heart interest. I promptly

brought forth "I've a Longing in My Heart for You, Louise,"

and "I'm Wearing My Heart Away For You." The sale of

those two songs reached over one million copies.

A few years ago I witnessed a performance of one of

Theodore Kreraer's melodramas, the principal character in it

being a child. "The Little Princess" was announced for pro-

duction here and I presented for public approval the now
celebrated child song, "Hello Central, Give Me Heaven," fol-



lowing it (at the earnest solicitation of the trade) with

another entitled, ''Always in the Way," the sales of which, I

think, will equal tin- enormous figures attained by "After the

Hall "
1 then gave to the now expectant public "For Sale,

A laby,'
T another enormous hit. The ideu, for this song was

suggested to me by a story in the daily papers, detailing the

agony of an unforhuiate woman who offered her child for

sale because she was- nimble to care for it So great has the

demand become for my works thnt 50,000 copies were be-

spoken for another child soig, "Why Hon't They' IMay With

Me

It is the composers who originate who win fame. Many
song-writers think they can score by copying another idea

that is <>n the market, either in title or music Occasionally

.they come near it, but as a rule the public has no sympathy
with imitators and the name of a? well-known composer on. an

imitation is like-Jy to act as a boomerang Originality always'

pays The easiest way for a composer- of music or a lyric

wuiter to keep up to date is to watch the trend of events in

the daily papers

Another and very important reason why popular songs

nre in greater demand to-day than heretofore lies in the fact

that only a few years ago a person who was the proud owner

of a piano was looked upon as the possessor of wealth. In

these days every workin'gmaii who lias a family owns a piano,

an organ, banjo, guitar or mandolin, and frequently several

instruments may be found in a. single family. Of course, this

creates a demand for the lighter class of popular music.

Then again, the public schools all teach the rudiments of

music, free scholarships in conservatories have been estab-

lished, which induces a large number of young folks to com-

pete. In fact, it is almost as much a part of a child's educa-



turn as learning to read and write. I might go even farther

and
1

say that every girl in the United States whose parents

can possibly afford it is to-day receiving music lessons.

A large demand for popular songs is also created by the

phonographs, gniphophones, pianolas and automatic instru-

ments of all kinds.

It must also be remembered that until a few years ago

there was 110 such thing as a vaudeville show, merely a few

variety houses, patronized by men only. As there were no

women and children in the audience, popular ballads could

not be heard by those who now purchase them. Minstrel

shows were the only performances where a ballad was sung.

This has all been changed. At least one vaudeville theatre

has been established in every city of any size in the United

States. If the audience hoars a song that strikes its fancy,

the local dealer is promptly besieged with orders. The*vaude-

ville houses to-day present the best singers that the market

affords, where only a few years ago a high -class singer on the

variety stage was unknown.

The final prejudices against the popular ballad by high-

class singers were overcome when Mine. Adelina Patti intro-

duced and sang in America on hoi- fare-well tour a song writ-

ten by me, especially for the occasion, entitled "The Last

Farewell." That broke down all harriers, and to-day any

high-class performer in the world will gladly sing a popular
ballad.

The illustration of songs has al,->o helped to make them

popular. Having the scenes and characiers of a song thrown

upon a canvas during its rendition li.is proved a great hit in

every city where it has been introduced, and, as all my songs

readily lend themselves to illustration, it has aided in popu-

larizing them. I have s"ijt photographers to such distant



points as California, Texas, Alaska, and even the Philippines,
wherever a scene is laid, to secure original photographs taken

on the spot. A set of negatives frequently costs as much as

$1,500. But the public wants the best and shows its appre-

ciation when it receives it. The sale of songs shows that the

American public appreciates originality in song composition
as in everything else.

, Only a few years ago a sheet music counter in a depart'

ment store was unheard of. To-day in the largest dry goods

emporiums and department stores in New York, down to the

smallest in every city in the United States, can be found a

music counter where all the popular songs of the day are on

sale.

Musical comedy, which has been the rage for the past few

years, has also been instrumental in creating and increasing

the sale of popular songs, as a musical comedy is made up
almost entirely of popular music."

It may also be interesting to the readers of this book to

glance over the remarkable list of popular song hits written

and composed, both words and music, by Mr. Harris. Each

and every song on ike list hos sold over oue hundred thousand

copies, while some have sold as liigh as one million and a half:

"All for the Love of a Girl," "After the Ball," "After

Nine," "A Rabbi's Daughter," "Always in the Way," "Break

the News to Mother," "Better Than Gold," "Before and After

Taken," "Cast Aside," "Creep, Baby, Creep," "Can Hearts

So Soon Forget," "Dear College Chums," "Don't Forget io

Tell Me That You Loves Me Honey," "Do You Think You

Could Learn to Love Me." 4'J>own in the Vale of Shenandoah,"

"Dreaming Love of You," "Fallen by the Wayside,
v

"Fifty

Years Ago," "For Old Times' Sake,". "Farewell, Sweetheart

May," "For Sale, A Baby." "Fly Away Birdie to Heaven,"



"Hearts," "Humming Baby to Sleep/' "Hello, Central,

Hello," "Hello Central, Give Me Heaven," "I've Just Come
Back to Say Good-bye," "I've Been Faithful to You," "I Love

Her Jfust the Same," "Is Life Worth Living," "I Love You in

Spite of All," "I Was Talking in My Sleep," "I Wonder, I

Wonder," "I Heard Her Voice Again," "1 Used to Know Her

Years Ago," "I've a Longing in My Heart, for You, Louise,"

"In the Hills of Old Carolina," "I'm Wearing My Heart

Away for You," "In Dear Old Fairyland," "In the Good Old

Fashioned Way," "I'm Trying So Hard to Forget You,"

"Just Behind the Times," "Just Tell Her That I Loved Her

Too," "Just One Kiss," "Just Next Door," "Just A Gleam of

Heaven in Her Eyes," "Kiss and Let's Make Up," "Leonie

Queen of My Heart," "Little Sweetheart," "Last Night as the

Moon was Shining, "Love and Kisses" (Caprice), "Ma Fili-

pino Babe," "Mid the Greenfields of Virginia," "Ma Black

Tulip," "Must We Say Good-bye Forever, Nellie Dear,"

"Only a Tangle of Golden Curls," "One Night in June," "On

the Sands at Night," "Sitting by the Kitchen Door,"

"Strangers," "Since Katie Rides a Wheel," "School Bells,"

"Sweet Maid Divine," "There is No Flag Like the lied, White

and Blue," "The Organgrindor's Serenade," "There'll Coine

a Time," "Then Comes the Sad Awakening," "Too Late!

Alas, Too Late!" "Tin Not Always Bullets that Kill," "The

Tie That Binds," "The Last, Farewell" ( Adelina Patti's Fare-

well Song), "The Girls of My Dreams," "Will I Find My
Mamma There," "While the Dance Goes On," "When the

Lights Went Out," "Which Shall It Be," "Waiting for Foot-

steps That Never Came," "What Does the Flower Say," "My
Heart is Weary Just for You," "Linda, Can't You Love Your

Joe," "Suppose I'd Meet You Face to Fae<v" "Through the

Old Farm Gate," "Nobody Knows, Nobody Cares," "Only to



Hord You in My Arms Again," "I Do Not Blame You Dar-

ling," "And a Little Child Shall Lead Them," "Belle of the

Ball/' etc.

Page upon page might be written setting forth facts as to

why the popular song is growing in public favor and will

always grow as long as there are musical instruments and

stages to exploit it and as long as the world produces com-

posers with originality.



INTRODUCTORY.

In presenting this book to the amateur song writers and

composers of America the aim has been to treat the various

subjects and chapters in a form that is comprehensible and

easily understood by all. Technical and foreign terms have

been avoided as far as possible, and wherever it has been ne-

cessary to make use of them an explanation in plain English

follows.

It must also be clearly understood that there is no inten-

tion of conveying the impression that in this short treatise

on the subject of popular song-writing will be found any

secret formula for the creation of talent and genius in this

particular line of work. Talent and genius, often latent in

some persons, are never acquired. They are the gifts of

Nature, and unless she has bestowed them in greater or less

degree upon the individual, the purpose of this book in seek-

ing to open the way and make the path clear, will avail noth-

ing. The remarks, rules and suggestions offered herein are

the fruits of many years of practical experience, and are

those which have been closely observed by all the great song
writers and composers.

The word "popular," as used in this treatise in reference

to songs, has been employed to expressly designate the various

classes of songs which are written, published and sung,

whistled and hummed by the great American "unmusical"

public, as distinguished from the more highly cultivated

musical class which often decries and scoffs at the tantalizing

and ear-haunting melodies that, are heard from ocean to

ocean in every shape and form. Argument in f.-ivor of their

merit is undoubtedly priwi beyond question by their enor-

mous sale; and many a sad and weary henri has IKM-II made

gl.id l>\ :l;e strains <f llicse "popular" song*.
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CHAPTER I.

LYRIC- WitiTiN'j.

Different Style* of Song$.

To the ambitious amateur writer of song lyrics, more

especially those that come under the head of "popular"

songs, naturally arises the question, "What kind of a song
shall I write to achieve fame and success?'' First of all, it is

necessary that the writer acquaint himself with the various

style or styles of song that happen to be in vogiie. This, of

course, can easily be ascertained, either by following the per-

formances at the theatres, or by carefully noting the display

of music at the stores. It is practically useless, of course, to

write in a style or on a subject which has already run the

gamut of "popular'' demand. For instance, the day of the

rough Coon song, the Indian song, and several others, is tem-

porarily over; and no matter how well written a song on such

subjects as these may be, it will not "take" or be accepted by

the public. Styles in songs change as quickly as those in

ladies' millinery. Each seems to have a cycle which comes

and goes, and whose length of life is only increased orcasion-

ally by the introduction of some new idea which is merely

wedged into the original style, or mode. One season Coon

songs may be all the rage, then suddenly the simple love

ballad sets the pace, only to give way in turn to something

else that hits the fancy of a public that is always capricious

in these matters, whatever it may be in others.

Some sudden National, or big public disturbance or sensa-

tion, will bring about a den)and and create an interest in cer-

tain styles of song, where new ideas, or more often old ideas



made to look like new, are worked in and adapted to the

special occasion or circumstances that are for the moment

engrossing public attention Thu, for instance, the outbreak

of war is always followed by the publication of every conceiv-

able kind of "war song/' of which "Just Break the News to

Mother" was a recent and notable example.

The* late war between Russia- and Japan aroused in-

terest in Japanese songs, not ueccssarily treating on war

themes, but Japanese in subject and atmosphere. When the

great battleship, "The Maine," was destroyed, two songs,

written around this tragedy, namely, "'Tis not Always Bullets

That Kill" and "Just tell Her That I Ix>ved Her Too,"

achieved great success. The St Louis Pair gave birth to

numberless songs having reference to "The Pike"; and

new fashions and customs, as well as a thousand other

incidents and causes, could be mentioned as haviug.lKen re-

sponsible for certain styles in songs

Songs, however, are usually classified, by Hie writers, pub-

lishers, and trade, wilder the following principal heads:

a. The Home, or Mother Song.

b. The Descriptive, or -Sensational Story Ballad,

^. The popular Waltz Song. (On ;i thousand and one

subjects.)

d. The Coon Song. (Rough, Comic, Refined, Love or

Serenade, etc. )

e. The March Song. (Patriotic, War, Girl, Character,

etc.)

f. The Comic Song." (Topical, Character, Dialect, etc.)

g. Tlic Product ion Song (for Interpolation in big Musi-

cal Productions, entailing tbc use of a Chorus of

Men, or Girls, or both, and certain novel action,

costume, or business.)



h. The Popular Love Ballad.

j. High (Mass Ballads.

k. Sacred Songs.

There are, of course, many subdivisions and classifications

about which it is not necessary to enter into detail, however,

as each of the above heads will be treated separately in an-

other chapter.

The lyric writer should bear in mind that originality, con-

ciseness, good metre and rhythm, and above* all, good gram-

mar, are the main essentials required. If the song be Char-

acter, Dialect, or otherwise, the lyric writer should be care-

ful to keep in the atmosphere of the subject, to seek strong

points and good wit wherever applicable. If you cannot write

lyrics for a certain style of song, don't attempt it. "Every
man to his last" is a very wise and practical axiom for lyric

or melody writers of popular songs.

Choice of good singable words in the writing of lyrics is

also vital. Words with harsh consonants, many syllable*]

words, words or phrases that do not seem to speak or sing

smoothly, should be studiously discarded. Tell your tale

tersely, make it as strong as possible, and let it almost sing

itself as you recite it.

In most song lyrics, excepting those for topical, or comic

songs, two verses are ample. One argument in favor of this

is, that the public singer of your songs, who is, of course, its

best advertisement, rarely cares to use more than two verses.

If three are written, and the third verse contains, as it nat-

urally would, the climax, or moral of your story, the public

seldom hears it sung, and accordingly entertains a totally

wrong impression as to the merits of your composition,

which to them appears unfinished, and, therefore, uninterest-

ing. Thus, a handicap is attached to the song at the outset.
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A very important point is the construction of the Ilefra'in,

or Chorus, of the son*;. Upon this part of the composition

rests, in a majority of instances, the ultimate success or fail-

ure of a song. Wherever possible, it is a very wise plan to

write your chorus words so that they are equally applicable

to every verse. There are exceptions to this, of course, but

it is well to apply this rule pretty generally, as the public

readily retains the words of the one refrain, whereas two

different sets often retard popularity. In Comic, or Topical

songs, the two or three lines preceding the last one are fre-

quently varied, as they contain the; "laugh" or "gag" line

in other words, the strong point of the verse is here revealed.

Tlif last line in the chorus, or refrain, is very rarely changed,

as nearly all songs that come under the head of "Popular"

depend on this line for their title. To put it shortly, get a

good line for the linixh of your chorus, and your successful

title is assured. It is hardly necessary to add that a really

good title is almost everything, though to find one is almost

as dillieult as the naming of the first baby. It is most es-

sential that the public get their attention fixed on this line at

the outset. In this way they retain it in their mind and

know what to nsk for in purchasing.
'

Not H<> many years ago, refrains to songs were not con

sidered so important, but now the chorus is looked upon as

the kernel of the whole song. In ninety-nine cases out of

every hundred it is (he words of the refrain and the melody
that the public sings, whistles and hums, and so it becomes

known as "the popular hit."

Alliteration is often very effective in song lyrics. One

excerpt from a well-known verse is here quoted to show the

cleverness of this trick:

longer fairy, linger longer Lou.''



Clever catchy lines, or phrases, arc always to be looke<l

for. In sprightly, comic, or even popular songs with a love

story, if well used, they often help to make a song. Two fim

examples of the use of "catch lines" in this way are here

given :

I. From "Just One Girl."

"There arc only tico flics in the honey.'

II. From "Bedelia."

"Til be your Chauneey Olcott if you'll be my Molly 0."

These two lines were caught up more quickly by the pub-

lic and attracted more attention almost than anything else

in the two songs. There are, of course, many other equally

well-known cases where the "catch line" practically made

the song.

A euphonious title is a great essential to the making of

a successful song. Let it be pleasant equally to the eye and

ear. The sliorter and more concise it is, the better. In one,

two, or three, or half a dozen words (more, if absolutely ne-

cessary) it should indicate the story, just as in a newspaper
article the head line conveys the whole idea, if cleverly writ-

ten, of what follows.

Avoid slang, or double entente lines and phrases. They

may seem witty and clever, but they ruin the chances for the

song to sell well. Refined people do not care to have songs

containing such words or allusions seen in their homes, or

used by members of their family.

Always look to the soiling qualities of a song. Principal

among .these arc, an original idea, a catchy title, a haunting

melody, clean words, good grammar (whether for ballads or

comic songs), conciseness, strong points, and last but. not



ieaat, a good publisher. Advice on this point will be offered

in another chapter.

When your first verse is written, and you start on the

next, always be careful that the accented words, or syllables

correspond exactly, line by line, with those in the opening

verse, and thus fit the accented notes of your melody. See

that the "feet" in each metre are numerically the same in

each verse. The temptation to crowd in extra syllables or

words in succeeding verses must be rigorously resisted.

There is no exception to this rule.

It is also highly advisable, and often imperative, that a

single syllable or monosyllable correspond to each note of

the melody.



fashioned. The idea is to get into the chorus, or refrain, an

quickly as possible, thus telling a good story in as few words

as you can, which, as we all know, is the keynote of success

in story-telling, and applies equally well in song-writing.

17



CHAPTER II.

TIIK MUSICAL SETTING on MELODY.

The lyrics of .your song being written and revised so that

their final form pre.serits little or no room for improvement

apparently, the next consideration is the melody, and, after

that, the accompaniment. Of course, it often happens that

the writer is equally capable of composing his own music

1 hereto; and where this is the case, matters are naturally con-

siderably simplified. The results achieved by writers who

#re the creators of both the words and the melody, are, or

should be, obviously better, than where the work is split up
between two parties. Nevertheless, it must not be supposed
that two heads in this busitiess are not very often better than

one.

In recent years, many of the most successful popular songs,

as fnr as the music was concerned, have been composed by

individuals who merely possessed a natural ability for origi-

nating effective melody. In very many instances, indeed,

these "composers" were unable to read a note of music, or

even to pick out, their melodies on any instrument. Under

these circumstances they simply hummed or whistled their

tune to some other party who was sufficiently gifted to trans-

fer same to paper. Others, again, could pick out their mel-

ody, say, on a piano, and get the notes down on paper in more

or less coherent form. After this, of course, much remained

still to be done, the principal item being the provision and

arrangement of the best possible and most effective form of

accompaniment.
Writers of lyrics often, unconsciously, construct thei
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linos to the rhythm of some more or less tangible melody
that exists in their minds, without their being able to act-

ually materialize it. It is therefore advisable, when present-

ing your lyricH to a composer of music, to either hum the

words to your melody or rather, the swing of what would

be your melody if properly developed or recite them just

in the way they would be sung. By this means the composer
is enabled to readily grasp your own idea of the proper lilt

.and rhythm of your verse. In quite a number of cases, a set

of words is capable of being read in half a dozen different

ways, so far as regards their "swing." In others, to the com-

poser, the}
7 seem to have no rhythmic swing at all, until their

originator comes along and solves the little puzzle. Com-

posers should take heed of this, because any sign of halting

In a melody makes the song at once seem unnatural or un-

finished, and it suffers accordingly. To show how easy it

sometimes is to find different methods of setting the music

to a set of words, one has only to recall the example once

given by the famous composer, Sir Arthur Sullivan. Every
one knows that for lyric-writing Mr. W. S. Gilbert, his col-

laborator, has never yet been equalled. Yet, when the latter

wrote the lyric, "Were I Thy Bride," from the opera, "The

Yeoiuen of the Guard," Sir Arthur showed he could have

composed music to it in no less than eight entirely different

styles of rhythm. Mr. Gilbert only had one in his mind; the

composer found eight, all of them equally good.

The advantages of mutual consultation and help between

the composer and writer of words are many, but that just

referred to is the most important.

When authors discover composers or composers unearth

authors who prove clever and successful, it is as well that

they form a "team'," or partnership, and write exclusively to-



gcthcr, whore possible. Constant interest in each other's

work develops sympathy between them, a sort of telepathic

tie is formed, and they grasp each other's undeveloped, or

finished ideas instantaneously. They grow familiar with

each other's style and individuality, which results in a com-

pleted work that is in harmony with itself, and, consequently,

good in all points. The melody and words of a song must bo

in harmony. A skillful composer will nearly always make

the melody speak the words and reflect the sentiment and at-

mosphere of the lyrics.

Quite frequently a composer will complete a beautiful or

catchy melody, irrespective of any lyrics, but in these cases

ttoe composer can and does readily suggest the style, senti-

ment, and even the title of the song he desires to evolve from

this "song without words." He feels the style and sentiment ;

the very notes of the melody seem to speak the story in a
more or less vague fashion.

A famous playwright in New York City once made the

remark, in speaking of his work: "I sometimes sit and think

for days and my mind seems hopelessly blank. Suddenly a.

vague but indefinite idea appears. It seems to be a long way

off, but as I think and think it comes closer, until gradually

it develops from a misty embryo into a well defined shape or

form, upon which I work until the beautifully finished pro-

duction is an actuality." So it is witli the author or com-

poser of songs, especially writers of novelties. A misty,.

vague, indefinite idea appears, from which new thoughts and

ideas rapidly spring, till, finally, the original novelty, the

beautiful story, or the ear-haunting melody is completed.

Even then, this is polished and re-polished, at length result-

ing in a thing of beauty, if not a joy forever, that bears upon
it the stamp of success.



The amateur author and composer too often fall short ot

success through lack of patience and careful thought. The

desire to finish and publish one's "effort" is overwhelmingly

strong. Friends and admirers innocently -deluge the proud

creator with profuse words of too often exaggerated appre-

ciation and eulogy, actually convincing the unfortunate vic-

tim (for such he is) that when the song is put through the

printer's or publisher's hands, "nothing can stop it from in-

stantly becoming the craze of the country." It appears in

print, money is spent in seemingly wise channels, but popu-

larity does not appear and the writers wonder why, often

placing the blame on other shoulders when it should be al-

most entirely on their own.

Many a manuscript has been dropped into the waste paper

basket of the publisher, or has had money expended on it by
the author, or composer, in getting same published, only to

die a miserable, and sometimes, instantaneous death. Yet

this composition may really have contained a good or original

idoa in either lyrics, melody, or, perhaps both. They had not

been worked out by careful thought and attention to detail,'

however, and this, as has already been stated, is a fatal over-

sight in the making of a successful "popular" song.

A few hints as to some of the prevalent causes that lead

the inexperienced into the paths of disappointment and dis-

aster may conveniently be presented here.

Awkward "intervals" that is, intervals that are either

unnatural, and do not sing gracefully, but have a jarr'ng

effect on the ear, and intervals that are far apart, should be

carefully avoided in a melody, especially if they occur in

quick succession, such as:



EXAMPIJJS.

(BAD)

Somewberein the world the moon is shin - ing. Shin-ing on the fields and golden hills,

(OOOi>)

Somewhere in the world the moon is shin-ing, Shining on the fields and golden hills,

Also avoid using for singing a scries of notes or tones

which are so placed that the singer will be kept on the

higher tones, such as the d's and e's and occasional fs. The

untrained singer cannot produce a series of these tones with-

out great strain, and finding this so, naturally takes little

fancy to the song.

EXAMPLES.

(BAD)

girl I know, she's fair - est

(GOOD)

She is the sweet - cst girl I know, she's fair - est of them all,

If the reader wilt sing over these two examples in good
and bad treatments of the use of high notes, he will find at

once ho\v much easier it is to sing the lower melody. The

same rouge is used, but in the lower example it will he noted

that after each high note the melody takes the voice down-

wards and immediately relieves the vocal strain. In the up-

per example, Ihe singer is subjected to a sustained strain

which grows in tension as the melody progresses.

Glaring imitation of known melodies should never be



countenanced by a composer who amis at success. To start

with, it shows weakness in thought, and lack of self-reliance,

individuality and originality.

Reminiscence in a slight degree in ''popular" melodies is

often a benefit, as it assists popularity in a new song. The

untrained listener, for example, feels that he or she has

"heard something that began like that before"; but it is so

disguised that one cannot recall just precisely what it is like.

Curiosity is thus aroused, the gentle critic keeps humming
your melody in an effort to discover its original source, and

the more it is hummed, or discussed, the closer it gets towards

that much desired goal Popularity..

Bare-faced imitation in melodies or styles, never, as a

rule, succeeds. The public is a tickle quantity, ever looking

for something new which it devours quickly when found. No
sooner is its appetite ^appeased, than it grows tired of its

former food and seeks something with a new flavor. "Hia-

watha" was new in idea: the name, the atmosphere, the

rhythm were all new, and instantly, caught the public fancy.

So tremendous a success was it that hundreds of writers,

some good and many bad, lost no time in trying to secure

financial beneiit from this one new idea, and the musical

market was flooded with Indian intermezzos of every kind

and description. The rest died, literally unhouored and "un-

sung.''

Many seemingly poorly written songs have achieved the

greatest kind of popularity, but in every case, if the songs

are analyzed by anyone versed in such matters, it will be

found that either in lyrics, melody, or both, an original and

novel idea that appealed to public fancy has existed. It is

the knowledge of these little originalities that are ne<xled.
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and whore to place them properly, that the amateur song-

writer should seek and try to become familiar with.

Whenever you find it difficult to continue satisfactorily

in a melody you have commenced upon, or hard to remember

a melody the second time you play, whistle, or sing it over,

you can safely rely upon it that this is not the melody you
want. Lay the work aside until some later time when you
can formulate and work out some new idea that flows readily

and easily, and that "sticks" to you right away. There will

grow upon you then the pleasant conviction that this latter

melody is the right one, and that no amount of further ex-

perimenting will ever make it otherwise.

Often, upon reading over a set of good lyrics, a melody
will instantly formulate itself; you feel inspired, yon sing

it from beginning to end with almost the same ease as you
would a familiar air; it almost talks the words. When a

happy combination of circumstances like this, occurs it is

safe to say that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred it is

an inspiration, and that it is the one and only melody for

the lyric with which you wish to associate it.

I>o not, however, think that your work is over when

yon have transferred this inspiration to p.'ipcr. Far from it.

It is here that the successful composer really starts. It is

just as well to put your melody aside for a while; let your
enthusiasm have time to grow cold; take it up again in a

few days and see if it appeals to you as strongly as it did at

first. See if it sings us easily, see if you have placed it in the

rigid key for the In'st popular range (this will -be discussed

in another chapter) -ami see if your intervals nre easily

sung Discard anv awkward accidentals, if possible. ve-

memler the simpler it. is liie better the chniire of real popu-

larity. If you discover, after a. strict analysis f all Ibese



pointy that jour melody stands the test, and possesses all

these essentials, you may then rest absolutely uMsured that

so far you are on the right track.

Next comes the piano accompaniment to your melody.

This requires ft careful amount of thought. It must he easy

in execution, it must lay under the fingers well, it must be

rich in harmony, it must not, as a rule, contain chords of

more than three notes, or, at the most, four; it must not be

written in difficult and unpopular keys, and it must be inter-

esting. Reference to the chapter that follows will explain

the salient points which it is desirable to have in mind in

writing au effective accompaniment.



CHAPTER III.

THE ACCOMPANIMENT.

Rest keys to write in Range of Melody Different forms

of Accompaniment.
The first thing to determine in writing accompaniments

to a song is the key in which your melody is to be placed.

There is, of course, no hard and fast rule as to what is and

what is not a desirable key; for in this matter, as in all

others, circumstances alter cases. The best key may be de-

termined after due consideration as to whether the song is

intended for, or most suitable to, a certain range or quality

of voice which comprises the following well known divisions :

Soprano or Tenor (Range.)

Contralto or Baritone ( Range. )

Basso (Range.)

It is not to be supposed, of course, that the music for a

brilliant, sparkling waltz-song should be written to suit a

voice of low range; or, again, that a swingy, stirring story

of the sea, war, etc., should be set to a melody that suggests

nothing but a high soprano voice, or any other equally sim-

ilar unharnionious combination of lyrics and melody. Con-
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sequent ly the composer must exercise discretion in placing

his melody for the soug in question in a range most adapted
to the proper rendition of the song and melody. The above

remarks are, perhaps, more important as applied to songs

coming under the heads of high, class ballads, sacred songs,

and those especially written for certain artists.

For the accepted various classes of popular songs, such

as Home, or Mother songs, Waltz, Coon, March songs, etc.,

then? is practically a set limit of range, which is generally

between "<'" below the staff, and "E" on the stall'. Thus:

Very rarely should a popular melody be set below or

above these notes. The reason for this is, of course, that

popular songs are, for the most part, sung by the masses,

who, as a whole, do not possess cultivated voices, and the

natural, untrained voice cannot produce tones outside of

the range given without great effort. .Whatever is un effort

in the production or rendition of a popular song should be

eliminated before its public appearance. Moreover, the

range of notes given is ample for any effective melody. Some

of the tunes that have existed for centuries the old "folk

songs" of many lands have all been encompassed within a

much more restricted range than the example quoted. In-

deed, many of the more popular songs of the day have melo-

dies that are comprised within six notes, say, "E" to "C,"

both on the stuff.

Popular songs written in the keys which have sharps

(the sign for which is ) for their signature are not in

favor, excepting the key of G Major, which has one sharp, F,

for its signature. Experience has. shown .that for some
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peculiar reason the masses, as well as quite a number of more

or less educated musicians, do not finger or readily read

music written in sharp keys. The following keys are the best

to select from :

C Major (No Sharps or Flats).

G Major (One Sharp, F).

F Major (One Flat, B).
B Flat Major (Two Flats, B and E).

B Flat Major (Three Flats, B, E, and A).
For popular songs, where a soft or plaintive melody is

desired, A Flat Major, (Four Flats, B. E. A and D) is useful.

Minor keys for melodies to pathetic, weird, mysterious or

mock sentimental lyrics, can be used with beautiful and ex-

cellent effect. The usual Minor keys to be used in popular

songs, are those which have the same signatures as the first

five Major keys above mentioned, and are as follows :

A Minor (No Sharps or Flats).

E Minor (One Sharp, F).

D Minor (One Flat, B).

G Minor (Two Flats, B and E).

C Minor (Three Flats, B, E and A).

In each of the above keys, no matter which is used, the

experienced composer of popular songs always; keeps the

melody within the accepted limited range, as already in-

dicated. Occasionally, as in a big catchy march number,

where a rousing climax is desired, an F or F Sharp above, is

admissible, but if nothing is lost by avoiding such notes, so

much the better.

Simplicity of accompaniment, with pretty harmonies, is

a golden rule. Many an otherwise excellent popular song

has been a failure because the accompaniment was too dif-

ficult for the majority to play easily. Kemember, the patron
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or the popular song docs not, as a rule, desire to exert any
effort in -its rendition. On the other hand, the reader must

not suppose that a bald, uninteresting accompaniment should

be the rule. The aim of the composer should be to retain

the interest even in the accompaniment.

Arpeggios in a quick tempo, runs requiring skilful execu-

tion, quick jumps in either right or left hand, are to be

avoided in accompaniments to popular songs. The ordinary

pianist or accompanist discards the use of a song containing

such features, because he lacks the necessary skill required

for an adequate rendition.

A sudden change of key in a song is often very effective

and brings a delightful surprise to the ear. This device will

often relieve what would otherwise be a rather monotonous

melody. Such sudden change, however, must be made to

occur, as a rule, quite naturally and smoothly, and must

(K7 here real!? to A!?.}

There sat a tnasd re - pin - ing, Dn Cu - pid to that
The lov - era,' \vh.s - peid greet - ings. Those sto - len in - ter

*

I

~r - '
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v*ut c&nae. It* grist walls cooH not bar M*
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pass from tin- original key to itH cither relative Minor, or a

change such as that illustrated, from "Love Laughs at

Locksmiths/' from the operatic success, "Sergeant Kitty:"

The signature of the key is riot to be changed, however, in

writing these deviations, but the accidentals (Sharps or

Flats) must be used in front of the notes requiring same, iu

order to show exactly the change of key or the return into the

original key. Where, however, the change of key involves the

use of eight measures or more, it is better to change* the

(signature, reverting to the original signature in its proper

place. In this way, you simplify the process of reading the

song immensely.

Another rule which the popular song writer may usefully

bear in mind is never to change the key of the chorus or re-

frain of a song; keep it in the same key as your verse is

written in. This rule, indeed, is imperative, and even the

composer whose desire is to be as original as be consistently

can, must be careful that his zeal for new effects and his

desire to depart from conventionality do not run away with

his discretion in this respect.

A few suggestions regarding accompaniments for the

main classes of popular songs may, perhaps, be useful and

act as a guide to the amateur when considering the best form

and style for certain songs.

HOME on MOTHEII SONGS.

DESCRIPTIVE, SENSATIONAL BALLADS.

Write these either in common, or 4-4 time, or 3-4 time;

or else 4-4 time for the verse and 3-4 time for the refrain.
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The Prelude, or Introduction, should usually comprise
four measures of common time, or eight measure of 3-4

time, founded on, if not identical with, the oj>ening bars of

the verse melody and accompaniment, closing with a domi-

nant chord, or occasionally a chord of the seventh. Another

effective prelude can be constructed by similarly using the

closing strain of the refrain. Except in songs of a strictly

fanciful order, or dainty, high class compositions, where a

prelude may often he independent, and only slightly sug-

gestive of what follows, this rule should be adhered to. It

serves the double purpose of introducing the th<Miie of the

song to its listeners and of acquainting the singer with the

first few measures of the song, as occasionally he may forget

the opening phrase.

A verse in common time is generally sixteen measures in

length, and thirty-two measures if in 3-4 time. The refrain

should be (a) common time, eight or sixteen measures; (b)

% time, sixteen or thirty-two measures.

Give the melody to the right hand, as this aids the voice

materially, and use judgment in creating pretty effects by
the addition of a second note, such as the third, or sixth, or

octave. The left hand usually has a moving figure in arpeg-

gio form combining the fundamental bass notes with the

broken chords. Thus:

Please, Mis - ter. take me in your car. I want to see Mam - ma.
The ride it end - ed all too soon, she tod died off a - lone,

They
A
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or it ia written with the plain fundamental baas note, and

following it are the one, two or three chords. More than

three notes in the chords for the left hand are to be avoided :

Has an - oth - er won your heart?

Usually after the first eight measures of the verse the

melody goes into the relative Minor key, or the key of the

Dominant, and here the accompaniment is often varied, pos-

sibly by writing the right hand melody in octaves, or omit-

ting the right hand melody entirely, both hands playing the

simple chord harmony ; or a counter melody is introduced in

the right or left hand (although counter melodies in the

popular songs are not usual). After the Minor four,

or, most often, eight measures, the melody reverts to the

original Major key and melody, closing either with the

chord of the dominant, or, more often, one of the inversions

of the chord of the seventh, so as to lead smoothly and natu-

rally into the refrain.

"POPULAR" WALTZ SONGS.

Forms of accompaniments to this class of songs should

usually be as follows:

The introduction should consist of eight measures, either

taken from the first eight of the verse finishing on the domi-

nant chord of the key, or the first four and last four of the



chorus. The first four measures of the verse or chorus to-

gether with four concluding measures of easy and fanciful

melodic figure might also be employed if a spice of variety

will improve matters.

In the accompaniment of the verse the melody is given
to the right hand, with here and there an easy little run or

figure to fill out empty measures or to suggest orchestral

effects. For example :

(A)

While the mu - sic's play mg,

^=E

f=f
P-/

m

And
And

he
he

says: "Now, par -son, tell

finds this poor young lov ,

fe* fej
j i I

This fonn continues in much the same style throughout
the chorus with perhaps the last eight measures of the right

hand (where the chorus is sixteen measures in length) or

the last sixteen measures (where the chorus is thirty-two



measures in length) of melody, written in octaves to give

added force and brilliancy to the finish.

In "
popular" waltz songs the chorus may be written

with a first and second ending, as this style of refrain lends

itself readily to repetition. The first ending should be writ-

ten so that the accompaniment continues and leads back into

the beginning of the chorus melody naturally and easily

and without a break. Example :

In waltz movements, where the melody moves in dotted

half notes, or a half note and a quarter note, such as the

following example, an effective accompaniment is :

5 3^
Mol 's take a trol -

ley. just you and

iff
I

* x-~H~ * x--?

I j "I

= =F^F ^
This form of accompaniment should not, however, be

employed where the melody contains several notes in each

measure, as the execution required for this is quite difficult

and simplicity must always be the object in view.



It is usual when the harmony is carried in the left hand

to write the fundamental bass notes of each measure in

single notes and not as the octave. An exception to this may
be made in the case of a passage marked "Forte," but here

octaves should only be used either as half or quarter notes.

Eighth or sixteenth notes in quick succession written in

octave form for the left hand are too difficult of execution

for use in "popular" waltz songs.

It must be borne in min^ that in all waltz songs, and in

fact in all other "
popular '^sosgs, the number of measures

in the introduction or prelude, verse, and chorus or refrain,

should invariably be either 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64. Introductions

of over eight measures, verses over thirty-two, or refrains

or choruses over thirty-two measures in Waltz, sixteen in

Home, Mother and Descriptive Songs, are not desirable in

the great majority of instances. In March, Coon or Pro-

duction songs the refrain or chorus can be and usually is

thirty-two measures in length, while the verses are either

sixteen or not over thirtv-two measures.

COON SONGS.

The introduction or prelude should comprise four, eight

or sixteen measures finishing on the dominant or inversion

of the seventh chord. Except where a "vamp" follows the

eight measure introduction, the latter should run straight

into the verse melody. A "vamp" may be composed of two

measures (occasionally four) which are so formed that they

can be played over and over again until the singer is ready
to commence the verse. Two examples of a '"vamp" are

given : One from May Irwin 's famous song
' '

Albany,
' '
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Modirato.

niw.

I played a three-night stard once up-
I'm gwine I'* tell you more, well, here I

the other being taken from Ernest Hogan's great shouting

song "Is Everybody Happy?"

Moderate



These "
vamps" are usually as varied as possible in mel-

ody and harmony, or are written to portray the style and

atmosphere of the song. For instance, a Coon song which

is mysterious or sad in story, and consequently similar in

melody and accompaniment, should have a movement in the
' '

vamp" suggestive also of same. A good example of this

may be found in the "vamp" to the well known song ''My

Loving Henry."

m=3
1. 1 just can't help from
2. I won - der what's the

5 3

The most simple form of "vamp" is often preferable,

such as :

If no particular effect is desired but merely an appro-

priate "vamp," it will be found that quite often the first
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two measures of the verse melody may be very usefully

employed. This form of "vamp" has the additional advant-

age of helping nervous singers to remember exactly how the

song starts, a very important point when you come to

think of it.

Some Coon songs are better without "vamps" of any
kind. This is a point that may well be left to the discretion

of the composer.
To resume, the introduction is usually formed from the

melody and accompaniment of either four or eight (if the

song is in common time), or eight or sixteen measures (if

in 2-4 time) of the beginning of the verse, or a combination

of measures taken from the verse and refrain skilfully

blended. If in common time, the verse should be sixteen

measures in length with a refrain of equal length, having a

first and second ending for repetition purposes.

If in 2-4 time the verse and refrain should consist of

thirty-two measures each and the refrain should have a first

and second ending as in the cases already referred to.

If either form of song has a "vamp," a Dal Segno (D.

S.) sign, i. e.,

D.S. ( '$. )

is written at the end of the last measure of the refrain,

which takes the accompaniment back to the beginning of

the vamp, where a similar sign ( $. ) is placed. In such a

case the original prelude or introduction is not, of course,

played again. When the song has no "vamp" the ac-

companiment goes back to the beginning and the original

prelude or introduction is played before singing the second

or following verses.

It is usual to place at the finish of the chorus in these

instances a De Capo mark, thus D. C. This leaves no room



for doubt as to where the prelude and accompaniment for

the second verse really start.

" POPULAR" MARCH SONGS.

These are invariably written in either 2-4, Common (C
or 4-4) time, or 6-8 time.

The introduction, if in 2-4 time, may be eight or sixteen

measures in length ending with the dominant or seventh

chord. It should lead into a simple ''vamp" of two meas-

ures, marked "Till Ready." If in Common or 4-4 time, it

should be four or eight measures, and finish in the same

manner. If in 6-8 time, eight or occasionally sixteen meas-

ures may be written, the conclusion being either the domi-

nant chord, leading directly into the verse melody, or into

a simple, straight "vamp" of two measures, marked "Till

Beady."
The theme of the introduction is generally founded on

certain of the catchiest measures of the song, preferably the

last strain of the chorus, as this acts as an effective variant

as well as an appropriate interlude between the first chorus

and the second verse.

The construction of the verse should be as follows :

If in 2-4 time 32 measures in length,

If in 4-4 time 16 measures in length.

If in 6-8 time 16 or 32 measures in length.

The refrain should consist of a corresponding number

of measures, except in rare cases. First and second endings

should be given here also for repeats, as wel^.as the D.S.,

or D.C. signs, exactly as explained in a previous paragraph.
In the accompaniments to 2-4 movements, the melody is

usually placed in the right hand, in an easy playable form

so as to uphold the voice with plain octaves where force or

brilliancy is desired in the refrain, as already mentioned.
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A plain moving fundamental bass note, followed with the

corresponding broken chord or chords is employed by the

left hand, thus: (extracted from "Farewell, Sweetheart

May.")

pi
And till death I'll always love you. Farewell, sweetheart May

In 4-4 March time, wrhich is of course a slower tempo
than 2-4, the accompaniment takes the form of giving the

melody and harmony to the right hand, and fundamental

bass octaves or single notes to the left hand. Thus :

_n_*



In 6-8 or 2-4 movements, which are sprightly and joyous

in character, the accompaniment can be written with either

the plain melody in the right hand and the bass single note

or octave with following chords in the left hand; or with

the melody and harmony in the right hand and the funda-

mental bass single notes or octaves in the left hand. Botli

forms are here shown :

South in dear old Diz
dear -

!y loves
" God Save

(B)

Whis - per a fond good-bye, Soon I'll be re -

-* =a

:q=

i
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At the finish of each four or eight measure phrase in the

accompaniment, there will be noticed a sort of pause that

inevitably suggests the need of some "filling in" process.

To accomplish this, one may employ with either the left or

right hand, or both, some pretty figure, a little run, two or

three chords, or something characteristic of the song. In a

song of War, for instance, the introduction of certain bugle

calls and the like are effective in this way. In a patriotic

song a few notes of one of the National airs will please if

neatly dovetailed into the accompaniment. All this, of

course, must be left to the discretion and taste of the com-

poser and arranger.

COMIC OB TOPICAL SONGS.

Accompaniments for topical songs depend entirely on

the style, character and tempo of the melody. Whichever

it is, reference to the forms and styles already described and

shown in previous examples will be sufficient in practically

all cases to form a satisfactory basis for the accompaniment
and its most effective and appropriate treatment.

The chief thing is to remember that an accompaniment
should be simple and bright, for in comic songs the words

and melody are paramount and must be heard easily by the

listener. The accompaniments therefore must not be such

as to interrupt the pointed delivery of the words, or drown

the melody.

Do not make the mistake that so many do of imagining

that melody in a comic song is a secondary consideration.

It is the lack of a good tune that ruins many a humorous

song, just as indifferent words have ruined many an excel-
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lent melody. It is quite possible to combine humor and mel-

lody; indeed, a little care and thought will often enable the

composer to absolutely echo in his music the laugh of the

line to which it is set. Little things like this sometimes make
all the difference between a hopeless failure and a big

money-making success.

The verse and refrain should be short. A long drawn
out verse and refrain is nearly always detrimental to the

success of a comic or topical song. Come to the point quick-

ly and let it be really amusing and comical. Finally, don't

write a comic song without a comic idea. This is a common
mistake that a lot of well-intentioned persons fall into, with

the result that their songs are comical without being comic.

This is a distinction not without a difference.

HIGH CLASS BALLADS AND SACRED SONGS.

The arrangement of the accompaniment for songs in this

class should not be attempted by the amateur. A consider-

able technical and theoretical knowledge is required for this

work if the ultimate result is to be of any artistic worth at

all.

The best plan is to get some thorough professional ar-

ranger to do this work in all cases. The amateur may be

capable enough in the composition of the melody by the

exercise of due care regarding range, phrasing, etc., but here

his ambition should cease until he has a practical knowledge

of harmony and composition at his fingers' ends. A thor-

ough course in harmony, composition and thorough bass

should be undertaken before attempting accompaniments to

these styles of songs.



PRODUCTION SONGS.

Under this heading we will also include songs written

for particular singers and artists. The term "production"

song is used to denote a composition that is in all salient

features most particularly adapted for use in a theatrical

or musical production. It usually demands scenic surround-

ings, use of calcium or moonlight effects, etc., and is written

with a view to the introduction of certain stage business or

costume effects to be used by the singer or chorus behind

the soloist. Or, again, it may involve the use of certain

"properties" ("props") to insure its successful rendition.

A publisher does not launch such songs on the public

through the channel of ordinary advertisement or through
the still more valuable advertising medium of the vaudeville

stage or other public use. The demand for songs of this

class is wholly created by their being placed in some metro-

politan production, which if successful, tours the large cities

of the country after the metropolitan run is concluded.

Some well known artist renders the song and becomes in a

large degree associated with it. The excellent "production"
of4fre song, if meritorious, creates a quick demand for it on

the part of the public, the melody is played in the cafes,

hotels and restaurants, consequently becomes immensely

popular, and finally is sung by everybody.

In writing "production" songs, both the writer of the

lyrics and composer of the music must exercise considerable

ingenuity and originality in devising a novelty, suggesting
some pretty scene, calling for the introduction of striking
and novel stage business. The words must be unusually
catchy and the music haunting to the ear. It is beyond the

scope of this brief treatise to enter into the numberless
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details and suggestions that could be given in reference to

this class of song, both as regards suitable ideas, style, etc.,

in words, melody and accompaniment. There is no fixed rule

whatever. In fact, a production "song" is really a small

"production" in itself, and therefore should be, though un-

happily it is often not so, a self-contained and independent

creation, to which no particular rule or set of rules can be

usefully applied. What suits one is inappropriate to an-

other. Rules for production songs are dependent upon the

"idea" of the song, and this little work lays no claim to be a

universal provider of ideas which are the result in most

cases of a happy inspiration or accident, whichever term

seems the better under the circumstances.

Let the amateur watch the big hits of the metropolitan

productions, and he will learn more than can ever be told

in words regarding this fanciful and lucrative style of song-

writing.

Waltz, Coon, March, Comic and Topical, Character or

Dialect songs are, of course, quite frequently used in pro-

ductions; but to be available for acceptance by managers or

artists, they must be exceptionally well written both as

regards words and melody, and must contain something
more than that which is termed "ordinarily good."
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CHAPTER IV.

FINISHING TOUCHES PREVIOUS TO PUBLICATION SUBMITTING

Mss. TO A PUBLISHER.

The song being completed in both lyrics and melody and

accompaniment, the writer of the lyrics and the composer

should confer together, play the song over on the piano, see

that the words both in metre, feet (number of syllables) and

accent throughout, fit the melody naturally and correctly,

and vice versa. A well written song must fit both ways. If

there are any questionable defects, study them over care-

fully arid find a means to eradicate any such blemishes.

Haste and impatience should never be allowed to influence

the mind of the song writer who seeks success.

If possible, have your song "tried out" or sung at some

public entertainment, concert, or amateur minstrel show.

Here you can hear it sung by others than yourself, but do

not let it be publicly known that you are the writer or

writers of the song. You will then see how the song "goes"
on its own merits. Some hitherto unseen or unsuspected

defect may in this way possibly be discovered, and you are

consequently able to correct it before the song goes to the

printer or publisher. Remember that when your song is

published and placed on sale it is too late to change it unless

you do it very quickly and are willing to go to much extra

expense. Be sure it is as good as you can possibly make it

in all points before it leaves your hand.

Never let your song be printed or presented to an artist

or a responsible publishing house unless the manuscript

copy of the music be written in ink, in a good legible hand.



If you are not competent to do this, and few amateur or pro-
fessional composers are, send it to some reliable person or

firm that makes a business of writing and preparing manu-

scripts (Mss.) for professional use or publishing purposes.

A poorly written Ms. is always greatly handicapped.
The artist or publisher cannot read or play it with ease, the

accompaniment too often is not written in correct technical

form, the words are not syllabled or placed rightly under the

notes, and consequently interest is at once lost in an other-

possibly good piece of work.

Some folks appear to be under the impression that the

average publisher sits all day in his chair wringing his

hands in despair because he cannot find any songs to

publish. These people therefore rush to his assistance and

send him " music" to which nobody but a hard-hearted tom-

cat could possibly do justice. Don't emulate them. Send

nothing but what has artistic merit, and let it be always

properly presented and worth the trouble of examining.

Depend on it a good looking Ms. will always receive con-

scientious attention, while not frequently an untidy or

clumsy piece of work is never even given the chance of

examination.

A prominent New York publishing house once received

a Ms. by registered mail. It was a song, or at any rate, it

purported to be. It was written on a large sheet of dirty

yellow paper which had probably been used to take home

Sunday's leg-of-mutton from the butcher's; the lines of the

staff were all carefully drawn (it was the only careful thing

about it) with a quarter inch space between each, and the

notes were literally "shaded" in with a soft lead pencil,

and looked like a heterogeneous collection of decayed cluck's
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eggs. The composition was rejected. Another firm received

a masterpiece written on a torn piece of brown paper the

size of a bath towel. Of course the result to the respective

composers was nil !

An extra typewritten set of the words should always ac-

company your complete Mss. when sent to artists, publisher

or manager. Don't try to draw the design yourself for your
title page when sending your Ms. to a publisher for his con-

sideration, unless you are really an artist. If you wish some

particular design that is original or specially desired, ex-

plain the subject clearly in words. It is always the best

plan, however, to say nothing at all about it. The drawing
of title pages is an art in itself, and the publisher knows

better than any one else what design or style will bring the

best results.

When writing an artist or a publisher requesting his

consideration of your Mss., one with a view to his using or

singing it, the other in the hope that he may publish it and

include it in his catalogue on royalty, have your letter type-

written if possible, and make it as brief and courteous as

you can. The same remarks apply of course when submit-

ting a Ms. to a manager for use in his production. These

people are always very busy, so don't do anything to waste

their time. Enclose addressed and stamped envelope for

reply.

Never send your original Ms. copy to any one. Have sev-

eral copies made, so that if for any reason a Ms. is lost or

not returned promptly, you are able to continue your pro-

motion of the song by the use of your other copies
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CHAPTER V.

PRINTING AND PUBLISHING YOUR OWN COMPOSITION.

Many authors and composers prefer to publish and pro-

mote their own compositions rather than place them with

a publisher on "royalty" (a percentage on the sale).

The main reason for so doing is undoubtedly that the

owner may secure the entire revenue and profits resulting

from publication and sale. There are numberless firms who
make a business of printing, or who can contract for same,

and it is well to warn those who desire to be their own pub-

lishers that they should investigate the reputation, style of

work, and promptness of the firm with whom they place

their orders, unless of course the firm is of solid standing

and prestige which insures satisfaction and is a fact that

may be readily ascertained.

Several firms seem to presume that the amateur pub-

lisher, being ignorant of fair and current prices for copy-

righting, arranging and printing music, etc., or of the neces-

sary quality of such work for successful use, presents what

might almost be termed "an easy mark." Such firms offer

very low prices and estimates and the amateur is often lured

into placing his work and order with one of them, the result

of course bringing great dissatisfaction and often regret-

table disaster.

The importance therefore of exercising care and judg-

ment in the selection of your prospective printing house is

apparent. Ascertain from reliable source its standing, rep-
utation and the quality of work with which it is identified,

before placing your orders.



Remember that first class work demands just and rea-

sonable prices, and a few extra dollars put into the work will

more than repay the outlay in results, general satisfaction

and success.

Let us assume that the prospective firm has been decided

on. A letter should be written requesting an estimate on

your Ms. (a copy of which should be enclosed) for printing

a certain number of copies. If the firm also makes a spe-

cialty (which, however, very few such firms do) of editing,

and copyrighting, etc., and these necessary points regarding

your Ms. have not already been attended to, you should

further request that in the estimate these details be added

and figured in.

It is far better to have one firm take the entire matter in

hand, as the result will always be more satisfactory, pro-

vided, of course, you select a firm which makes a specialty

of covering this class of work from start to finish.

The estimate being duly received, considered and found

satisfactory, write your acceptance, at the same time re-

questing that your order shall be delivered to you at a

certain date. Thirty days is usually sufficient for a reliable

firm to complete the order.

When the copies are received (the plates by the way be-

ing usually retained by the printer, who keeps them in a

fireproof vault for your safety, and thus facilitates matters

when you desire a second edition printed) the amateur pub-
lisher naturally seeks to discover the best means to attract

public attention and promote popularity for the composi-
tion.

Some suggestions for assisting towards a solution of

this interesting problem will doubtless be of value.

In the first place, the local music dealers or department



stores must be considered. Take a sample copy, see the

buyers ;
if possible play the composition over for them, offer

the first order for copies at what is termed an "Introduc-

tory" rate, which is usually lOc. per copy, and request them
to display and push the music to the best advantage. Future
orders for your composition should be sold to the trade for

from 12 l
/2 to 15 cents a copy, presuming of course that the

marked price on the cover of your composition is 50 cents

(usually designated by a figure 5). This marked price is

customary on all popular songs.

Secondly, there are the music teachers, who provide an

excellent medium for disposing of your composition, assum-

ing, of course, that it is of a character suitable for or

adapted to the requirements of pupils or their public use of

same.

Thirdly, advertise in the papers and trade magazines.

This medium is generally a very useful one. A neat and

happily worded article inserted in your daily paper or

papers describing the composition, the author and com-

poser, the artist or artists who are singing the song, or

those who will use it at a coming public entertainment, will

attract great attention; and if the composition is a song, a

cut showing all or a portion of the chorus or refrain, both

words and melody, will greatly increase the chances of

creating a good local demand.

An attractive advertisement placed in one or more of the

recognized musical trade papers, such as

The Music Trades

The Music Trade Review

Musical America
The Musical Age

all of which organs devote several pages of each issue to

sheet music and music publishers, will gain the attention of
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the sheet music dealers throughout the country in a general

way. All these periodicals are published in New York.

Local promotion, however, and your own personal efforts

earnestly exerted in the direction of making the composition
the "popular" hit of your particular city or locality, are the

best means after all, for if the piece has merit and you con-

trive to have it sung and played at every conceivable oppor-

tunity, it will spread rapidly, news of it will be carried to

other towns and cities, some one will sing it there, others

will want copies, and a sort of endless chain is set in motion.

As soon as your composition shows signs of recognition

by the public, and consequently of possessing the essentials

of popularity, it is a good plan to expend a little more money
in having it arranged for orchestra or brass band, or both,

and then printed in this form.

If your composition is a song, have it arranged in some

popular dance form such as a waltz, two-step or schottische,

for orchestra. A skilful arranger who is accustomed to such

work can readily adapt any style of popular song to one or

other of the above mentioned forms of dancing. This being

done, secure a list of the names and addresses of all the local

band and orchestra leaders. Mail to each of them a copy,

accompanied by a neat and concise note requesting them to

play the piece at all their dances and engagements. If

programs are used, ask them to print the title on same.

Should your composition show signs of popularity around

town, these leaders will be only too glad to play the ar-

rangement.

But remember a good arrangement for either brass band

or orchestra is imperative. Some arrangers are adepts in

preparing a composition for large orchestras, but the ar-
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rangement is absolutely useless for the small ones. The ar-

gument applies equally well the other way. These arrange-

ments to be effective and to do the composition justice, must

be written to suit both the large and very small organiza-

tions, and only a skilful professional arranger accustomed

to this work should be consulted.



CHAPTER VI.

PRESENTING Mas. TO A PUBLISHING HOUSE FOR PUBLICATION.

SELLING OUTRIGHT. ROYALTIES.

If the author and composer feel that they are not pre-

pared to publish and handle their composition personally

and to achieve success, there is always the other medium

the regular publisher of music.

Compositions to be presented to a publisher should be

expertly arranged or edited, and neatly written in proper

form. A brief letter should accompany your Mss,, couched

in terms similar to the following :

Messrs. Jones & Smith,

New York City.

Dear Sirs: Enclosed herewith please find Ms. of my
composition entitled

' *

,

' ' which I desire

to place with your firm on royalty. Kindly give same your
attention and consideration, and if available for your

catalogue, advise me and send contracts for my signa-

ture. If unavailable, return Ms. for which I enclose neces-

sary postage.

Very truly yours,

John Blank.



If you desire to sell your composition outright, word

your letter as follows :

Messrs. Jones & Smith,

New York City.

Dear Sirs: Enclosed herewith please find Ms. of my
composition entitled

"
", which I desire

to sell outright. Kindly give same your consideration, and
if agreeable to you, state your best cash offer. If unavail-

able for your catalogue, return Ms. at your early conven-

ience for which I enclose necessary postage. Awaiting

your favors, I remain,

Very truly yours,

John Blank.

If you wish to stipulate a certain price at the outset,

mention it. Furthermore, should you have already printed

and published your piece, and should it have attained a cer-

tain measure of popularity, and you desire to sell outright,

mention to what extent the composition has caught on, and

give reference of your local music dealers, etc.

The usual course to pursue in the case of an unpublished

Ms. is to place it with a publisher on a royalty basis. If the

song is successful, this arrangement always results much

more satisfactorily to the author from a financial stand-

point.

"Royalty," it should be explained, is a certain stipula-

ted percentage given the owner or owners of a Ms. on all

sales of the composition during the life of the copyright,

Copies issued by the publisher as "new issues," that is to

say, copies sent to the trade at a very low price as a means
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of introducing same, also enabling the music dealer, should

he have a call for the piece, to have one or more copies on

hand so that he may know that the piece is published and

by whom ;
also the copies that are given away to profession-

al singers, soiled copies, etc., are not, of course, included

among those on which royalty is paid. It is needless to add

that a reliable publisher invariably exercises a judicious
control as regards the circulation and disposition of copies
on which there is no royalty given.

By placing your composition with a publisher of music

you are relieved of all expense and speculation and the time

that would otherwise be devoted to its promotion and sale

is saved. The publisher, after acceptance of your composi-

tion, assumes entire control of it and everything connected

with it, from the time of its acceptance to the day on which

it appears on the market. Having at his command countless

channels and avenues for its exploitation and sale, he stands

in a far better position to promote success for a good com-

position than the private individual could ever hope to

attain.

Royalty contracts offered by the representative publish-

ers differ in many of their minor points, but their general
and main features are nearly all the same.

Two cardinal points to be looked into when a contract is

offered and received for your signature are :

(a) The amount of royalty offered
; and,

(b) A time limit for the publication of "regular" copies

(that is the copies offered for sale) to be set, so

that if the composition is not published within

the period stipulated (usually six months) the

owner of the Ms. is at liberty to dispose of it else-

where and the Ms. will be returned to him on de-

mand.



The sum of 5 cents (or 10 per cent.) was, and in some
cases still is, the usual amount of royalty offered in con-

tracts upon each copy sold at regular rates as above de-

scribed. During the past few years this was equitable

enough, and the publisher of "popular" music was able to

pay it. Recently, however, competition has become so keen

that wholesale prices have dropped. The expenses in con-

nection with the placing of compositions before the public

and their general promotion, in many cases involving noth-

ing short of absolutely forcing their popularity, now con-

stitute so much heavier an item of cost that no honest

publisher can afford to pay five cents a copy on composi-
tions taken on royalty.

It is far more satisfactory, therefore, and adds much to

the peace of mind of both author and composer to accept a

royalty of 3 cents per copy, or even less.

Statements of royalty are usually rendered every three

or six months. These periods are not calculated from the

date of the publication of the composition, but are computed
from January the 1st of each year, thus, the 1st of April,

July, October and January, on quarterly statements; and

the 1st of July and January on half-yearly statements.

In placing compositions on royalty with publishers a

transfer of or sole right to the copyright of the composition

is invariably demanded by the publisher. Occasionally the

composition is bought outright by the publisher. Where

this arrangement obtains, the author and composer are re-

quired to sign a bill of sale or an assignment paper. In this

they release all their right, title and interest in the said

composition to the publisher or purchaser. A composition

offered in this way to a publisher does not command any

great amount of money, for the reason that all untried Mss.
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are an unknown quantity and no one can positively predict

either their future success or failure. Should the owner or

owners of the composition in question have succeeded in

placing it with some well known artist or performer, or with

some first-class metropolitan production, and proof is fur-

nished the publisher that the composition will be positively

sung and produced in this manner, the value of the piece is

at once somewhat enhanced. But it is just as well to re-

member that the good old adage, "What is sauce for the

goose is sauce for the gander," admirably adapts itself in

the case of author or composer and publisher.

A reliable publisher will not accept your Mss. if he does

not think that ttiMiai ic >i reasonable possible chance of suc-

cess for them. Suooooo far me publisher means success fin-

ancially for you. Incidentally, your reputation as a writer

is brought to the front, which naturally counts for a good
deal to you. Reputation, however, will avail nothing if the

quality of your work does not at all times back it up. It is

far better to write two or three songs that are really good
and novel in all points than to "manufacture" an endless

stream of Mss. of merely mediocre quality.



CHAPTER VII.

HINTS AND DON'TS.

Watch your competitors. Note their success or failure
;

analyze the cause and profit thereby.

Note public demand.

If you do not feel confident to write or compose a certain

style of song, stick to the kind you are sure of, and gradu-

ally, adapt yourself to the others, if possible, before public-

ly presenting your work.

Avoid slang and vulgarism; they never succeed.

Avoid many-syllabled words aflid tMuijeJ^ontaining hard

consonants, wherever possible.

In writing lyrics be concise; get to your point quickly

and when you arrive there make the point as strong as pos-

sible.

Simplicity in melody is one of the great secrets of suc-

cess.

Let your melody musically convey the character and

sentiment of the lyrics.

Don't try and write your music with a fine pointed pen.

Use either a stub or a three-pointed music pen.

Don't use blotting paper on your written composition;

let the ink dry.

Use a good black ink for writing. You can buy regular

Music Ink at any good stationer's.

Try and acquire a good hand for writing music, If you
find you cannot accomplish this or acquire the knack with

any degree of satisfaction, let some one do this who is com-

petent.

A poorly written manuscript is always handicapped
when presented to a publisher, artist or manager.
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Use good music paper. Cheap paper is never satisfac-

tory; the ink dries through and shows on the reverse side.

If it be necessary to scratch or erase any of your writing it

is practically impossible to write on the erased portion of
a cheap paper again without hopelessly blurring the whole

thing.

In syllabling your words under the notes, the divisions

are not always made according to Webster, but are very
often ruled by the way the respective divisions sound when
sung. The following examples of five words selected at ran-
dom will show the difference in syllabling words in songs :

ll'ebstcr Mus - ic

I'ocal di'ision Mu - sic

Stor - y

Sto - ry

Prom - en - ade

Prom - e - nade

Re - cord

Rec - ord

Sail - or

Sai - lor

Some composers in writing their manuscripts use repeat
marks for measures which are exactly similar in either the

treble or bass clef to the preceding measure or measures.
Thus :

?:

Glid ing round the ball room With your "ba - by

i ^ 9 9

or, where two measures in both treble and bass clefs a/e ex-

actly similar to the two preceding measures, the following
form of repeat mark is used :



It is, however, always better to avoid the use of these

devices. Write everything out just as it should appear in

printed form. No mistakes can then arise.

When writing "popular" songs, always remember that

it is the masses, the untrained musical public, to whom you

must largely look for support and popularity. Don't, there-

fore, offer them anything which in subject or melody does

not appeal to their ear. It is so much time thrown away if

you do.

When you write to or visit a publisher, don't worry him

with a history of what you have written or accomplished.

He cares nothing about it, for no matter how many suc-

cesses you may have had, or how popular your name may
have become, if the composition which you offer does not

possess the merits he regards as necessary, your former

successes will not make your present offering of any greater

value than that which would attach to the work of an ut-

terly unknown writer.

If a publisher tells you coldly that he cannot use your

composition, do not show or feel that you are hurt ;
and do

not make the foolish mistake of telling him that he evidently

does not know a good composition when he sees one. Even

if he may suffer from so great a misfortune, recollect that



he is the purchaser and the party who has to invest the

money. It is therefore his privilege to accept or refuse,

and it is his judgment that counts and nobody else's. Al-

ways be gracious and polite, for you never know how soon

you may need one's interest and good will in some other

connection.

Don't be in a hurry.

Don't think that everything you write is a "sure hit."

Neither you nor anyone else knows the outcome until the

public pronounces the verdict.

Don't let your vanity get the upperhand of you. Often

an outside suggestion properly considered will be of ines-

timable value.

Don't be "penny wise and pound foolish." If with the

outlay of a few more dollars you can enhance the value of

your work out of all proportion to the extra money invested,

it will surely be a case, if ever there was one, of money well

spent.

Don't forget to enclose a separate typewritten set of the

words, if your Ms. be a song.

Don't get too easily discouraged. If at first you don't

succeed, try again.

Don't give up "pushing" your song until it has had

every chance. Remember that because you or your im-

mediate friends have grown tired of it through familiarity,

there are thousands and thousands to whom it is still a

novelty.

Don't, when your name at last appears on the title page
of a piece of music, sit all day admiring it. Get out and

hustle. Let others do the admiring. It is much more ef-

fective.

Finally, don't fold your Mss. when mailing them. Either

roll them or place them flat between paste-boards.



How TO COPYRIGHT.

If you desire to copyright your own composition or any other

piece of music, address a letter to the Librarian of Congress,

Copyright Office, Washington, D. C., and kindly request him to

mail you one or more Application Copyright Registration Blanks,

which he will send you free of charge. Directions for filling out

Application Blanks and fullest information on how to proceed to

obtain correct coyprights for your compositions will be found

upon the back of the Blank. Entry fee for a composition is 50c.
;

Certificate fee 50c. extra; making a total of One Dollar.

The law explicitly requires, in addition, the transmission of a

printed copy of the title, which must be sent with the Applica-

tion in order to insure entry of copyright. If typewritten title is

sent it will be used, but at the risk of the applicant. No entry can

be made upon a written title. Preferably the printed title cover

of music should be sent, when this contains complete title with

names of author of the words and composer or arranger of the

music and the instrumentation. Typewritten titles are accepted

upon the sole responsibility of the sender.

The law also requires, in addition to the entry of title, the

deposit of two complete copies of the best edition of the work

itself, not later than the day of publication in this or any foreign

country.

Copies of the blank application forms can be obtained as

stated above. Make requests for blank forms in separate com-

munications, not as part of a letter relating to other copyright

business.

Remittances should always be made preferably by money

order, or by express order or blank draft. Currency or coin

should not be sent, and checks only upon special arrangement

with the Register of Copyrights. Postage stamps should under

no circumstances be sent for copyright fees.





DICTIONARY OF RHYMES





DICTIONARY OF RHYMES

A, compare ER. OR ACE Cont.



ACT Cont.





AIL ALE Cont. A1Y ANE Cont.

.wholesale



AIR ARE Cont.



AIT ATE Cent. AIT ATB Cont.

extricate



AKE, compare EAK Cont.



ALL Cont.



ANCE Cont. ANO Com.



ANT Cont.

jubilant



barb

garb

ARB
rhubarb

AU< K ARSE

farce sparse



ARSli see also ARCH) ASH Cont.



ASTE

baste waste
chaste distaste

taste haste

waist paste

Also the preterites of verbs

In ace, aae; as lac'd, chas'd.

AT

AUK (see ALK)

AUN (see AWN)

AUNT, compare ANT

daunt
flaunt

gaunt
jaunt

taunt

haunt
vaunt
avaunt

bat



AW Cont.



EACE, EASE Cont.

lease decease

niece decrease

peace increase

piece release

apiece surcease

caprice frontispiece

BACH

beach
bleach

breach
each

peach

preach
reach
teach

Impeach

EAD (see EDE and EED)

EAF (see IEF)

EAGUE

league
league
fatigue

Intrigue

renege

EAK, compare AKE

Words In eek may be al-

lowed to pass as almost per-
fect rhymes with beak.

EAK, compare AKE Cont

teak bezlque
weak bespeak
week critique

wreak obllqu*

antique

i \ i
, EEL

deal weal
dell heal

eel heel

feel keel

leal kneel

meal wheal

peal wheel

peel zeal

reel anneal

seal appeal

squeal conceal

steal congeal
steel repeal

teal reveal

EALM ELM

elm
helm
realm

whelm
overwhelm

beak



EAM KEM Cont.

blaspheme seem
esteem stream
ream extreme
scheme misdeem
scream redeem
scam supreme

EAMT KMPT

EAP
cheap



EARCH (sec ERCH)



beck
check
deck
neck

geek

ECK
neck

peck
apec

speck
wreck

ECT



EE (see y,

jeu d'esprit

mortgagee
nominee
peccavl

pedigree

recipe

referee

repartee
simile

second list) Cont

vis-a-vis

animalculae
con amore
extempore
felo de se

fac simile

hyperbole
lapsus linguae
sotto voce

Words ending in y short; as
merry, symmetry.

EED, EDE

bead
bleed

breed

creed

deed
feed

heed

knead
lead

mead
meed
need
plead
read

seed

speed

steed

weed
concede

decreed

exceed

impede
indeed

linseed

precede

proceed
recede

succeed
stampede
intercede

supersede

velocipede

EEP (see IEP)

EEK (see EAR)

breeze

cheese
ease

freeze

please
seize

sneeze

squeeze

tease

these

wheeze
appease
disease

displease

dives

Also the plurals of nouns In

e, ea; as fees, seas.

JEET (see EAT)

EF (see IEP)

EFT

cleft

left

theft

weft
bereft

beg
egg
leg

keg

EG

peg
seg
philabeg

EGM (see EM)

EIGN (see AIN)

EIPT (see AIN)

EINT (see AINT)

EEL (see EAL) EIT (see EAT)



EL ELK

bell



EN ENCE. ENSE Cont.

den



END Cont. ENT Cent

condescend



ENT Cont. ER, ERR, compare OR. UR

precedent



ER,ERR, compare OR.UR Cent.



tern

turn
urn

curse

hearse

nurse

purse
terse

verse

worse
accurse

adverse

amerce

asperse

averse

blurt

curt

dirt

flirt

hurt
vert

wert
wort
advert

assert

avert

concert

convert

culvert

desert

ERN Cont.

sojourn
overturn

ERSE

coerce

converse

commerce
disperse

immerse
perverse

rehearse

reverse

traverse

intersperse

reimburse
universe

i n\ i

dessert

pert
shirt

skirt

spurt

squirt

divert

exert

expert
inert

insert

Invert

pervert
subvert

controvert

ERTH (see EARTH)

curve



ES, ESS Cont.



ET, ETTE Cent. EX
.vioiet



ICE, compare ISE Cont.



IDE IB (see T)

IEP

beef sheaf

bide beside n r
bride bestride

chide collide
brief reef

8
,/ T

11

?,
chlef thief

Si flef belief
hide deride

,
.

pride divide
*' reller

ride misguide
side preside JEGE
slide provide
stride reside liege asslege
tide subside siege besiege
wide parricide
abide regicide IELD
aside subdivide

astride suicide field wield

betide Infanticide shield yield

Also the preterites of verbs
weald

in le, y> as died, defied, and Also the preterites of vcrbi
in eel; as wheel'd.

IDES
IEN (see EAN)

ides besides

Also the plurals of nouns IEND (see END)
and the preterites of verbs in

idej as tides, rides. IERCE (see SREE)

IDGE, compare AGE IES (see IS, ISE)

bridge college

fidge steerage ^^ <see EAST)

midge privilege

ridge sacrilege
IEVE <see EAVE)

abridge
IF, IFF

IDST cliff whiff

didst amidst skiff caitiff

midst sniff caliph

Also the second person sin- stiff dandriff

gular of verbs in Id; as bldd'st. tiff mjdwlfe



plaintiff

sheriff

fife

knife

life

IF, IFF Cent

hieroglyph

IKK

in:

rife

strife

wife

dike

gllke
shrike

spike
strike

child

mild

alike

like

Pike
dislike

ILD

wild

IPT
Also the preterites of verbs

drift



ILL, compare ILE Com.. 1MB

spin



IN, compare INE Cont. INE, compare EAN

maudlin



ING Cont. INT

king



IPE Cent. IRK Cont.

stripe

type

wipe

archetype
prototype

stereotype

IPSE

Eclipse rhymes with the

plurals of nouns, and the third

person singular of verbs In

fp; as nips, clips.

IQl E (see EAK)

IR (see ER)

IRCII (see URCH)

IRD (see URD)

kirk

lurk

murk

chirm
firm

term
worm

smirk
stlrk

work

IRL (see URL)

IRM

affirm

confirm

infirm

IRST (see URST)

IRT (see ERT)

IKTII

IRE, compare AR, ER



ISS Cont. ISH Cent.

notice



1ST IT Con t.

fist



ITK Cont. IVE Cont.

sprite





^



OIL OKE
boll



ON, compare UN Cont.

role



ONE, compare OWN Cont. OO, compare EW Cont.

tone



OOM, compare UME Cont OOT, compare TJTE

loom



OR, compare ER. ORE ORE, compare OOR

corps



ORBf, compare A\CN OSE. OZE

born



OT Cont. OU (see OO and OW)

boycot



OUGHT, compare ORT OUP (see OOP)

might





lowed to pass aa almost per*



UCK UDE, compare UD Cont.

buck
ducx
luck

muck
pluck

suck'd

conduct

duck'd
deduct

blood

bud
could

cud
flood

good
hood
mud
scud
should

struck
suck
truck
tuck

TTCT

Instruct

obstruct

aqueduct
viaduct

UD

stood

stud

rud
wood
would
brotherhood
likelihood

neighborhood
understood

widowhood

habitude



UG Cont.

mug slug

pug snug

rug tug

shrug humbug

VICE (see OOSE)

UISE (see ISE. OOZE)

HIT (see UTE

I'KC

duke
fluke

puke

chibouque
rebuke

II. M.I.

bashful
brimful
careful
dreadful
faithful

grateful
thoughtful
beautiful
bountiful
dutiful
fanciful
merciful
sorrowful

I wonderful
I worshipful

ULE, compare OOL

mule
pule

yule
ferule

bulge

divulge

reticule

redicule

vestibule

ULGE

indulge



UM Cont.





us,



USH

blush



used Indiscriminately by all



Y short, as ty In duty Cont. T short, as ty In duty Cont.

steady



Y short, as ty In duty Cont. Y short, as ty In duty Cont.

^propensity
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